Alignment probing of Rydberg states by stimulated emission
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The possibility of probing the collisions of aligned Rydberg atoms by stimulated emission is assessed with studies of a polarized state and a new measurement of a collisional alignment effect in atomic Ca. The stimulated emission method uses a laser to dump the desired state to a lower level which subsequently fluoresces. The technique can be used to obtain populations and polarization dependent information. First, the method is tested by applying it to an aligned Ca(4s17d1D2) state. Alignment curves are measured when the initial state is prepared with both parallel and perpendicular relative polarizations. The experimentally observed alignment compares well with that derived from theoretical considerations of a saturated stimulated transition. Second, a two-vector collisional alignment experiment (initial state and relative velocity vector) is performed to study the energy transfer process Ca(4s7d1D2) + He → Ca(4s6f1F5) + He + ΔE = 17.7 cm−1, and alignment effects are measured by both stimulated emission and conventional direct fluorescence detection. A preference for the |m| = 1 and 2 initial states is observed in the relative cross sections. Essentially identical data are obtained with the two detection methods when elliptically polarized light is used for the stimulated emission detection method. The stimulated emission technique can provide alignment and population information of the final states, making it an excellent new tool for both three-vector correlation experiments and state-to-state Rydberg transitions. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a vast body of experimental and theoretical work on the collisions of Rydberg atoms in the literature.1 The majority of these studies have focused on probing the scalar properties of these collisions. For example, the dependence of the cross sections for orbital angular momentum (l) mixing2,3 collisional depopulation (quenching),4–6 and collisional ionization6 on the principal quantum number n of a Rydberg atom have been investigated. In addition, only a few studies have looked at state-to-state dynamics or alignment properties of Rydberg collisions.6–9 All of these studies have been important in understanding the collisional behavior of Rydberg atoms. Yet with modern laser probe methods a deeper understanding of Rydberg collisions is possible by addressing both the scalar and vector properties.

Consider the crossed beam atom–atom collision

\[ A^*(n,l) + \text{Rg} \rightarrow A^*(n',l') + \text{Rg} + \Delta E, \tag{1} \]

where Rg is a rare gas and A*(n,l) is an excited and aligned Rydberg atom. If the initial Rydberg state is orbitally aligned by excitation with linearly polarized laser light, the dynamical event is intrinsically directional. To understand what effect this directionality has on the outcome of the collision, a vector correlation experiment is necessary. Such vector quantities include initial and final relative velocities and initial and final state alignment. Understanding how the collision depends on the defined vector quantities allows the anisotropy of the collisional process to be unraveled. Such insight has been gleaned from energy transfer processes of initially aligned valence orbitals. Two-, three-, and four-vector correlations of aligned atomic valence states have been examined experimentally10–17 and theoretically.18–26 Recently, we are extending the studies of alignment effects to include state-changing collisions of Rydberg atoms.27

Quite different dynamics are possible for aligned Rydberg atoms compared to valence states because of their large spatial extent. Theoretical considerations of the collisional scattering of a Rydberg atom and a rare-gas atom have received intense scrutiny. The scattering event may be viewed as a three-body problem. Interactions occur among the Rydberg electron, the structureless rare-gas atom, and the ionic atomic core. The models describing Rydberg collisions rely on several approximations. One idea uses the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (BO) within certain limits when the electron moves much faster than the nuclei.9 However, since the electron velocity scales as \( n^{-1} \), this approximation loses its validity for high Rydberg states. An alternative approach is based on a low electron velocity for large n principal quantum numbers, in which the impulse approximation (IA) plus free electron model (i.e., low energy electron scattering) is appropriate.28–32 Morrison and co-workers applied this free electron model to the Ca+H system and have pre-
dicted about 10% alignment effects in a state-to-state energy transfer.\textsuperscript{33}

It might seem that to extend the study of orbital alignment effects to energy transfer processes of Rydberg states, the only requirement would be to excite to a higher energy state. However, because of the density of states in the Rydberg regime, detection of direct fluorescence from selected collisionally produced states is a nontrivial task. In addition, multiple collisions occur because of the long lifetime $\tau$ of the Rydberg states, and there is cascading through many levels. Here, a novel stimulated emission probing method to detect the final state is exploited, which is referred to as the dump method. Ongoing experiments in our laboratory have used this method to study a state-to-state collision-induced energy transfer of the Ca $4s\,17\,d$ Rydberg state.\textsuperscript{27}

In Fig. 1, a schematic energy diagram of a Rydberg collision is given, together with optical transitions used for both the preparation of the initial level and the stimulated emission dumping of the final state. The subsequent fluorescence from the dumped level is then measured and analyzed to obtain the collision cross sections as a function of initial orbital alignment. An advantage of the method is that all of the excitation and probe lasers are in the optical regime. States can be probed that are very near to the ionization limit, which would ordinarily require microwave frequencies for detection. Using nanosecond pulsed lasers, excellent time resolution is achieved, which can be used to avoid multiple collision events. Basically, the stimulated emission technique allows the resolution of many highly congested Rydberg levels. In addition, two-vector correlation experiments are readily extended to three-vector correlation studies, since the polarization vector of the dump laser can investigate the alignment (orientation) of the final state. In this paper we do not consider this supplemental feature of the final state alignment in the collision process.

Of course, the stimulated emission laser can ionize the Ca final state. Both photoionization and stimulated emission processes follow the rate expression for one-photon absorption

$$W_{\text{f} \rightarrow \text{i}} = \rho(\omega)B_{\mu},$$

where $\rho(\omega)$ is the energy density and $B_{\mu}$ is the Einstein $B$ coefficient. Therefore, to assess the competition between photoionization and stimulated emission we need only compare the $B_{\mu}$ values. The Einstein $B$ coefficients are

$$B_{\mu} = \frac{4 \pi^2}{3h^2} |\langle \psi_i | \hat{\mu} | \psi_f \rangle|^2,$$

where $\hat{\mu}$ is the transition dipole operator. Since the final state of the photoionization step is a continuum, whereas for the dump transition it is a bound state, the photoionization is much less likely than stimulated emission; this is evidenced in the experiment. We estimate from calcium cation signals that about 100 ions per laser pulse are produced by ionization of a Ca $4s\,nd$ state. In fluorescence, however, we estimate that about $10^5$ or $10^6$ atoms are excited by the laser pulse and emit radiation.

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate and verify the use of an optical stimulated emission scheme as a probe for the Rydberg state population and alignment. In order to test this hypothesis, we perform two experiments which are shown in Fig. 2. First, we dump an initially aligned and excited $(4s\,17\,d\,^1D_2)$ level of Ca to the $(4s\,5p\,^1P_1)$ state using an 823 nm laser photon [Fig. 2(a)]. The subsequent dumped state fluorescence to the $(3d\,4s\,^1D_2)$ state at 672 nm is then collected in a well-defined direction. Notice that no collisional scattering occurs in this polarization probe example. The dumped state fluorescence is measured as a function of the arrangement of the three linear laser polarizations with respect to the viewing direction. We compare these results to theoretical predictions of the alignment effect. Because the dump method may introduce extra alignment (or orientation) in the dumped state, the effects of anisotropy in the emitted dumped state fluorescence and saturation of the dump transition are taken into account in the analysis.

Second, we use the dump method to measure an alignment effect of an unexplored energy transfer process; as a check, we interrogate the system both by stimulated emission
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\caption{Schematic representation of the energy levels for a Rydberg collision, where the final state is probed by the stimulated emission (term the dump method in this paper). The subsequent dumped state fluorescence is measured in this experiment.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Experiments to test the dump method. First, an initial aligned Rydberg state is (a) dumped. Second, a state-changing collision of Ca is investigated with (b) both the dump method and direct fluorescence. This allows for the dump method to be compared directly with the direct fluorescence technique, which no longer is applicable for Rydberg states.}
\end{figure}
and the more conventional direct fluorescence detection methods. An initial Ca(4s7d 1D2) state is excited, which can be probed by both methods. Collision-induced transfer into the (4s6f 1F2) state by He is studied with the two different schemes. In one experiment, the final state (1F2) is dumped down to the (4s4d 1D2) state using an 1126 nm photon and the subsequent emission to the (4s4p 1P1) at 733 nm is measured as shown in Fig. 2(b). Elliptically polarized laser light is used in this dump step to assure that all magnetic sublevels of the final (4s6f ) state are dumped equally in saturation. Because the final state alignment (orientation) can be ignored in this case, a two-vector correlation experiment is achieved (initial alignment vs relative velocity), and the results of the dump method can be compared directly with those from conventional direct fluorescence detection. Here, spontaneous emission of the final (1F2) level to the (3d4s 1D2) state at 411 nm is monitored, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Interpretation of the data from the collision-induced energy transfer will be presented.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Overview

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 3 and consists of an effusive beam of Ca, a pulsed supersonic jet of He, two collinear tunable pulsed laser beams to prepare the initial state, and a third tunable pulsed dye laser, collinear and counterpropagating with the excitation laser beams, to stimulate emission from any state. The Ca and He beams are crossed perpendicularly to form a well defined initial relative velocity vector or collision axis, vrel . Fluorescence is detected through a fiber optic bundle, at an angle of 68° from the Ca beam axis (see Fig. 3), and monochromator plus photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a fiber optic bundle and interference filter plus PMT arrangement. The fluorescence signal from stimulated emission or direct fluorescence is detected as a function of the angle between the polarization of the excitation lasers and vrel .

B. Stimulated emission detection of aligned Ca 4s17d

In order to investigate the possibility of measuring reliable final state populations with the dump method, we stimulate emission from an initially aligned and excited Ca(4s17d 1D2) level to the (4s5p 1P1) state using an 823 nm laser photon [Fig. 2(a)]. The subsequent dumped state fluorescence to the (3d4s 1D2) state at 672 nm is then collected in a well-defined direction and compared to theory as a function of the initial state polarization. The three relevant vector quantities in this experimental test of the dump method are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. There are two polarization vectors of the laser beams (423 and 396 nm) which prepare the initial state and one polarization vector of the laser beam (823 nm) which stimulates emission from the aligned Ca state. Typically, an aligned (oriented) lower state is populated in the dump process. Finally, the subsequent dumped state fluorescence serves as an indicator for the upper state population, which is detected in a well-defined direction determined by the position of the fiber bundle that collects the photons. This viewing direction determines the third relevant vector quantity. Note that the velocity vectors of the Ca beam (and He beam) are not relevant here, since no collisional scattering occurs in this test of the stimulated emission technique.

The general angular configuration of the relevant vectors is also depicted in Fig. 4. A space-fixed coordinate frame (X,Y,Z) is used as a reference frame, which is also schematically shown in Fig. 3. The collinear excitation lasers are linearly polarized and the polarizations are arranged either parallel or perpendicular to each other. Both polarizations can be simultaneously rotated in the X-Z plane. The initial Ca(4s17d 1D2) state is described most easily in a coordi-
nate frame where one of the laser polarization vectors serves as the quantization axis. We term this coordinate frame the preparation frame \((x_p, y_p, z_p)\). The laser fixed \(z_p\) axis makes an angle \(\beta_p\) with respect to the space-fixed \(Z\) axis as visualized in Fig. 4. The linearly polarized dump laser is collinear and counterpropagating with the two excitation laser beams. Therefore, the polarization vector of the dump laser is rotated in the same \(X-Z\) plane, making an angle \(\beta_p\) with the \(Z\) axis as shown in Fig. 4. This laser polarization serves as the quantization axis in the dump frame \((x_d, y_d, z_d)\). The fiber optic bundle that collects the dumped state fluorescence is positioned in the space-fixed \(X-Y\) plane, making an angle \(\alpha=68^\circ\) with respect to the negative \(X\) axis. This viewing direction defines a corresponding viewing frame \((x_v, y_v, z_v)\) with the \(z_v\) axis coinciding with the viewing direction, as is depicted in Fig. 4.

The 4s17d is prepared by a two-step absorption of linearly polarized light produced by the 355 nm output of a single Nd:YAG laser pumping two tandem pulse dye lasers [423 and 396 nm as noted in Fig. 2(a)]. Two distinct arrangements of the linear polarizations of the combined excitation laser beams are chosen. First, the two laser beams are combined and passed through a single Glan prism. In such an arrangement, the two laser polarizations are linear and parallel, so termed the parallel polarization \((\parallel\parallel)\). Second, one laser beam is passed through a half-wave plate to rotate the beam 90° prior to beam combination. Then the two laser polarizations are linear and perpendicular \((\perp\perp)\). The two beams are combined and sent through a double Fresnel rhomb polarization rotator, which permits the angle, \(\beta_p\), between the pump polarization and the space-fixed \(Z\) axis to be varied.

The orbitally aligned \((4s17d \, ^1D_2)\) state is deexcited to the \((4s5p \, ^1P_1)\) state using an 823 nm dump photon produced by a dye laser pumped by the second harmonic output of the second Nd:YAG. The dump laser polarization is linear and fixed perpendicular to the atomic \(\text{Ca}\) beam axis. This means that the dump frame \((x_d, y_d, z_d)\) coincides with the space-fixed frame \((X, Y, Z)\), and we can set \(\beta_p=\beta = \beta_\parallel \) in our analysis. The pump-probe delay was set at 100 ns. The subsequent dumped state fluorescence to the \((3d4s \, ^1D_2)\) state at 672 nm is then measured with a fiber optic bundle coupled to a monochromator and photomultiplier tube (PMT). The 672 nm signal is averaged with a boxcar.

### C. 4s7d collision-induced energy transfer

A collisional experiment is also performed in the crossed-beam apparatus shown in Fig. 3, where the initial relative velocity vector, \(v_{rel}\), is defined by the crossed atomic beams. The collision energy is 67 meV for the \(\text{Ca}+\text{He}\) system. The relative polarizations of the lasers are prepared with half-wave plates and Glan prisms; the combined excitation laser beams are propagated through a double Fresnel rhomb polarization rotator, as described in Sec. II B. Here, however, the angle \(\beta_{rel}\) between the initial state alignment and the relative velocity vector is varied in the alignment experiment (see Figs. 3 and 4, \(\beta_{rel} = \beta_\parallel + \theta_{rel}\)).

Two distinct experiments are performed using two different detection methods. In the first experiment, a third laser beam stimulates emission down from the \((4s6f \, ^1F_3)\) state to a \((4s4d \, ^1D_2)\) state and the subsequent emission to the \((4s4p \, ^1P_1)\) state at 733 nm is measured as shown in Fig. 2(b). The second experiment uses fluorescence detection; the 411 nm spontaneous emission from the final \((4s4f \, ^1F_3)\) state to the \((3d4s \, ^1D_2)\) state is monitored as displayed in Fig. 2(b). For each experiment, the initial \((4s7d \, ^1D_2)\) state is prepared with two dye laser pulses, one for excitation to the \((4s4p \, ^1P_1)\) state at 423 nm and one for excitation to the \((4s7d \, ^1D_2)\) state at 444 nm. These two collinear pulse dye laser beams are propagated perpendicular to the plane containing the two atomic beams. The dye lasers are arranged in tandem and are pumped by the 355 nm output of a single Nd:YAG laser. The two laser beams are combined before entrance to the chamber by a dichroic beam splitter. The dump laser beam is produced from the output of a third dye laser pumped by the 532 nm output of a second Nd:YAG laser.

#### 1. Stimulated emission detection

To stimulate emission from the final \((4s6f \, ^1F_3)\) state to the \((4s4d \, ^1D_2)\) state, a wavelength of 1125.6 nm is required. The 532 nm output of a second Nd:YAG laser pumps a third pulse dye laser. The output of the dye laser is directed through a Raman cell containing \(\text{H}_2\) at a pressure of \(4 \times 10^6\) Pa. The Raman first stokes radiation is produced at 1125.6 nm and separated from the fundamental and anti-Stokes radiation by a Pellin–Broca prism. The 1125.6 nm radiation (approximately 200 \(\mu\)J/pulse) is directed into the vacuum chamber collinear and counterpropagating to the excitation laser beams. The stimulated emission laser pulse is delayed 100 ns from the pump laser trigger. The radiation is linearly polarized with respect to the space-fixed \(Z\) axis. To produce an elliptically polarized dump pulse, the linearly polarized radiation is propagated through a Babinet-Sollied Compensator set to act as a \(\lambda/8\) wave plate. Fluorescence from the \((4s4d \, ^1D_2)\) to the \((4s4p \, ^1P_1)\) state at 733 nm is measured at a gate acceptance delay of 175 ns after the pump laser trigger, with a width of 75 ns. One fiber optic bundle couples light to the monochromator plus PMT, the signal is amplified, and 733 nm photons are counted. The initial state fluorescence, monitored for normalization purposes at 672 nm with an interference filter and PMT, is amplified for boxcar integration.

#### 2. Direct fluorescence detection

The energy transfer process is detected by measuring the fluorescence from the \((4s6f \, ^1F_3)\) state at 411 nm. The fluorescence signal is collected by a fiber optic bundle coupled to a 0.5 m monochromator and photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT current is amplified and integrated with a boxcar. Time-gated detection with boxcar integration is used for processing the final state fluorescence. The boxcar gate is delayed by 100 ns from the laser trigger and has an acceptance width of 100 ns. Background signals are accounted for by blocking the combined excitation laser beam and subtracting.
the resulting background counts. Signals are normalized for the initial state fluorescence by time-gated boxcar integration of emission at 672 nm, arising by cascade from the initial \((4s^7d^1D^2)\) state to the \((4s^4p^1P^1)\) state and subsequent emission down to the \((3d^4s^1D^2)\) state. A second fiber optic bundle collects direct fluorescence from the initial \(^{1}D^2\) state, selected by a bandpass filter at 672 nm, and the signal is processed through an amplifier and boxcar.

### III. Verification of the Stimulated Emission Method Using the Polarized \(\text{Ca}(4s17d^1D^2)\)

#### A. Theory of dump detection

**1. Upper state**

The pure initial state, \(\text{Ca}(4s17d^1D^2)\), that serves as the upper state \(\ket{\psi_u}\) for the dumping process, can be represented by a vector in the \((2j_u+1)\) dimensional space with respect to the laser quantization axis \(z^p\):

\[
\ket{\psi_u}_{z^p} = \sum_m a_m \ket{j_u,m}_{z^p} = \begin{pmatrix} a_{-j_u} \\ a_{-j_u+1} \\ \vdots \\ a_{j_u} \end{pmatrix}, \tag{4}
\]

where the \(a_m\) are the expansion coefficients. Two different initial states can be created when the two linear laser polarizations are (i) parallel \((\ket{1})\) or (ii) perpendicular \((\ket{\perp})\), producing states denoted as \(\ket{\psi_{u,1}}\) and \(\ket{\psi_{u,\perp}}\). In the preparation frame the two states have the following vector representations:

\[
\ket{\psi_{u,1}}_{z^p} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \ket{\psi_{u,\perp}}_{z^p} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ -1 \end{pmatrix}. \tag{5}
\]

In order to calculate the form of the dumped lower level \(\ket{\psi_l}\), the upper state is represented in the dump frame, which coincides with the space-fixed frame in our experiment \((\beta_\parallel = \beta, \beta_\perp = 0)\). For this we use the rotation matrix elements \(d^{(1)}_{m',m}(\beta)\), given by the Wigner-\(d\) functions \(d^{(1)}_{m',m}(\beta)\), \(\)

\[
\ket{\psi_{u,1}}_{z^d} = \sum_{m_u} d^{(1)}_{j_u,m_u}(\beta) \ket{j_u,m_u}_{z^d}, \tag{6}
\]

\[
\ket{\psi_{u,\perp}}_{z^d} = \sum_{m_u} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} [d^{(1)}_{m_u,-1}(\beta) - d^{(1)}_{m_u,1}(\beta)] \ket{j_u,m_u}_{z^d}.
\]

**2. Stimulated emission or dump step**

In the dump frame the upper level is given by the superposition states of Eq. (6). We derive a general expression for a lower state which is stimulated down from an upper superposition state with a linearly polarized photon. Two extreme situations are considered in this derivation, i.e., for low laser powers the transitions are un saturated, whereas for high laser powers they are saturated. The laser powers that define the unsaturated and saturated limits depend on the particular optical transitions under consideration. Both situations are considered in the following analysis.

The time-dependent electromagnetic field \(E(t) = E e^{-i\omega t}\) perturbs the Hamiltonian \(\hat{H}(t)\) describing the atomic system. In first order this results in the dipole operator,

\[
\hat{H}(t) = -\hat{\mu} \cdot (E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y} + E_z \hat{z}) e^{-i\omega t}, \tag{7}
\]

where \(\hat{\mu}\) is the electric dipole moment operator and the right-hand side is written in a Cartesian basis \((\hat{x}, \hat{y}, \hat{z})\). A more suitable basis set would be \((\hat{x} - i\hat{y}, \hat{z}, \hat{x} + i\hat{y})\) or \((\hat{\epsilon}^1, \hat{\epsilon}^2, \hat{\epsilon}^3)\), which transforms under rotations like spherical harmonics \(Y_{1m}\).

The transition matrix elements of an upper state \(\bra{j_u,m_u}\) into a lower state \(\ket{j_l,m_l}\) are calculated in the dump frame \((x_d,y_d,z_d)\), where we have a laser polarization \(E_m = E_h^2\) with \(m = 0\) and \(m = \pm 1\) denoting linear and circular polarizations, respectively. This results in

\[
\bra{j_m,m_l}E^2_h\bra{j_m,m_u}\ket{j_l,m_u}\ket{j_l} = \bra{j_m,m_l}E^2_h\ket{j_l,m_u}\ket{j_l}, \tag{8}
\]

where we have applied the Wigner–Eckart theorem. \(^{34}\) In this equation \(\bra{j_l}\ket{j_l}\) is the reduced matrix element, independent of the magnetic sublevel quantum numbers \(m_l\) and \(m_u\), and \(\bra{1m_j,m_l|j_u,m_u}\rangle\) is a geometrical Clebsch–Gordan coefficient.\(^{34,35}\)

In our experiment the upper state is not a single magnetic sublevel with respect to the dump laser polarization, but a coherent superposition state as given by Eqs. (4), (5), and (6):

\[
\ket{\psi_u}_{z^d} = \sum_{m_u} a_m \ket{j_u,m_u}_{z^d}. \tag{9}
\]

In order to calculate the dumped lower level we have to consider two approximations. First, we will take into account the stimulated emission process by a \(\ket{1m}\) photon only and neglect the reverse process, i.e., the absorption of a \(\ket{1m}\) photon by the lower level. In this so-called unsaturated situation the lower state \(\ket{\psi_l}\), is given by

\[
\ket{\psi^u_{l}}_{z^d} = \sum_{m_l} \sum_{m_u} a_m \bra{j_m,m_l}\ket{j_l,m_u}\ket{j_l} = \sum_{m_l} \sum_{m_u} a_m \bra{j_m,m_l}\ket{j_l,m_u}\ket{j_l}. \tag{10}
\]

However, in the second approximation the lower level is populated significantly and the absorption of a dump laser photon by the lower state \(\ket{\psi_l}\) has to be taken into account as well. In the saturated case, the magnetic sublevels which are connected in the optical transitions are equally populated and we no longer have to consider the geometrical Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. In this saturated condition the lower level is given by

\[
\ket{\psi^s_{l}}_{z^d} = \sum_{m_l} \frac{1}{2} a_m \ket{j_m,m_l}_{z^d}. \tag{11}
\]
where the sum over \( m_{l} \) only runs over those magnetic sublevels for which the optical transition is allowed, i.e., for which the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient \( (1 m_{j} m_{l} j_{m_{a}}) \) is essentially nonzero.

The orbitally aligned \((4s1d \, ^{1}D_{2})\) state \((j_{a}=2)\) is stimulated to the \((4s5p \, ^{1}P_{1})\) state \((j_{f}=1)\) using an 823 nm dump photon. In our experiment the linearly polarized dump photon is given by the vector \([1,0]\) in the space-fixed frame. In the unsaturated case the lower states, \( |\psi^{\text{uns}}_{l,\perp}\rangle \) and \( |\psi^{\text{uns}}_{l,\parallel}\rangle \), are given by

\[
|\psi^{\text{uns}}_{l,\perp}\rangle_{z_d} = \sum_{m_l} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \right) [d_{m_{l},-1}^{j_{u}}(\beta) - d_{m_{l},1}^{j_{u}}(\beta)]
\times |10j_{f}m_{l}j_{a}m_{l}j_{m_{l}}\rangle_{z_d}.
\]

In the saturated situation, the magnetic sublevels which are connected in the optical transitions are populated equally and the geometrical Clebsch–Gordan coefficients no longer appear in the expression of the lower state. In this saturated condition the lower levels \( |\psi^{\text{sat}}_{l,\perp}\rangle \) and \( |\psi^{\text{sat}}_{l,\parallel}\rangle \) are given by

\[
|\psi^{\text{sat}}_{l,\perp}\rangle_{z_d} = \sum_{m_l} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \right) [d_{m_{l},-1}^{j_{u}}(\beta) - d_{m_{l},1}^{j_{u}}(\beta)]
\times |10j_{f}m_{l}j_{a}m_{l}j_{m_{l}}\rangle_{z_d}.
\]

where the summation runs over all magnetic sublevels \( m_{l} \) for which the optical transitions, \( |j_{a}m_{a}\rangle \rightarrow |j_{f}m_{l}\rangle \), are allowed by selection rules.

### 3. Dumped state fluorescence

The dumped state fluorescence from the \((4s5p \, ^{1}P_{1})\) state to the \((3d4s \, ^{1}D_{2})\) state at 672 nm is monitored with a fiber optic bundle coupled to a monochromator and a PMT. The photons emitted in the \( z_{d} \) direction of the viewing frame are detected. This direction corresponds to the 68° angle that the fiber optic bundle makes with the Ca beam axis. Only the two circular laser polarizations have to be considered in this frame, i.e., \( \hat{e}_{\perp}^{0} \) and \( \hat{e}_{\parallel}^{0} \). Therefore, we transform the lower state \( |\psi_{l}\rangle \) of Eqs. (12) and (13) into the viewing frame. Since the dump frame coincides with the space-fixed frame, only a rotation over the Euler angles \((\alpha, \pi/2, 0)\) is necessary. The net result of this rotation is

\[
|j_{m_{l}}\rangle_{z_d} = \sum_{m_l} D_{m_{l} m_{l}}^{j_{u} j_{l} m_{l}}(\alpha, \pi/2, 0) |1m_{l}\rangle_{z_d}.
\]

Combining Eqs. (12), (13), and (14) allows us to represent the deexcited Ca\((4s5p \, ^{1}P_{1})\) state in the viewing frame for both the parallel and the perpendicular orbital preparation and for both the saturated and unsaturated dump transition. The solid angle of collection of the fiber optic bundle is not included in the calculation. It has been shown\(^{36}\) that the fluorescence anisotropy for a perfectly aligned atomic state is not critically dependent on the finite solid angle of collection.

To calculate the spontaneous emission rate for the two possible photon polarizations, \( |1, -1\rangle \) and \( |1, +1\rangle \), we make use of the transition matrix elements of Eq. (8) connecting the \((4s5p \, ^{1}P_{1})\) state \((j_{f}=1)\) to the \((3d4s \, ^{1}D_{2})\) state \((j_{f}=2)\)

\[
 I_{\text{ph}} = \sum_{m_{l}=-1}^{+1} \left| \langle 1-1 j_{f}(m_{l}+1)|j_{m_{l}}\rangle \right|^{2} + \left| 1+1 j_{f}(m_{l}-1)|j_{m_{l}}\rangle \right|^{2} \right| \langle j_{f}||E_{l}||j_{l}\rangle \right|^{2} \left| \langle j_{f}m_{l}|\psi_{l}\rangle \right|^{2},
\]

where \( l \) labels the lower level of the dump step from which the dumped state fluorescence originates and \( f \) labels the final level of the dumped state transition. The dumped state \( |\psi_{l}\rangle \) can be represented in the viewing frame by combining Eqs. (12), (13), and (14), resulting in analytical expressions for the bracket \( \langle j_{f}m_{l}|\psi_{l}\rangle \).

In this verification of the stimulated emission technique we prepare two different initial wave functions with parallel \((|1\rangle)\) or perpendicular \((|\perp\rangle)\) laser polarizations. Furthermore, the dump transition can be either saturated (sat) for high laser powers, or unsaturated (uns) for low laser powers. Combination of Eqs. (12), (13), (14), and (15) results in the four following (normalized) expressions:

\[
\|,uns I_{\text{ph}} = \frac{542-18 \cos 2\alpha(1 - \cos 4\beta) + 336 \cos 2\beta + 18 \cos 4\beta}{542-18 \cos 2\alpha},
\]

\[
\|,sat I_{\text{ph}} = \frac{155-6 \cos 2\alpha(1 - \cos 4\beta) + 84 \cos 2\beta - 15 \cos 4\beta}{155-6 \cos 2\alpha},
\]

\[
\perp,uns I_{\text{ph}} = \frac{56 - 2(1 + \cos 2\alpha)(1 + \cos 4\beta)}{54 - 2 \cos 2\alpha},
\]

\[
\perp,sat I_{\text{ph}} = \frac{47 - 2 \cos 2\alpha(1 + \cos 4\beta) + 5 \cos 4\beta}{47 - 2 \cos 2\alpha}.
\]
Putting in the experimental value, \( \alpha = 68^\circ \), gives the final equations which can be used in a least-squares fit of the data, which we obtain by rotating the laser polarizations of the preparation lasers about the Ca beam axis.

**B. Results and discussion of Ca \(4s17d\,^1D_2\) stimulated emission probing**

In Fig. 5, we compare the experimental alignment curve for dumping an aligned \((4s17d\,^1D_2)\) state to the theoretical predictions generated by Eq. (16) for the saturated and unsaturated cases. In these measurements the linear dump laser polarization has been fixed parallel to the space-fixed \(Z\) axis, \( \beta_p = 0 \), and only the parallel (or perpendicular) polarizations of the two preparation lasers are rotated in the \(X-Z\) plane, \( \beta = \beta_p \). Alignment curves are taken over a range of nine angles for \( \beta \) in steps of \(30^\circ\) from \(-120^\circ\) to \(+120^\circ\). To ensure that fluctuations of the Ca beam from different daily runs and the drift of the time gating do not degrade the angular structure, each alignment curve is normalized to its own average. For parallel laser polarizations eleven alignment curves are averaged to yield the final result, whereas for the perpendicular polarizations only four alignment curves are combined.

Figure 5(a) displays the observed signals obtained for the parallel case, together with the theoretical curves obtained with the expressions of Eq. (16), for the saturated and unsaturated cases. Both expressions predict a large alignment effect, in agreement with the observed alignment data. However, the saturated case shows better overall agreement. This is not a surprise, since the dump laser power was maximized in order to obtain the largest signal counts for the dumped state fluorescence. In Fig. 5(b) the experimental data for the perpendicular case are shown, together with the theoretical predictions. The theoretical expression predicts a much smaller alignment effect, resulting in a very different vertical scale. Notice, however, that the error bars, which are obtained by averaging four data sets, are of the same order of magnitude as in the parallel case. Again, better agreement is observed for the saturated case. In the saturated cases, the slight disagreement between the experimental and theoretical alignment effects may be attributed to the exclusion of the finite solid angle of collection by the fiber optic in the theory. We estimate a 5%–10% difference between the experimental and theoretical curves by ignoring the finite solid angle.

**IV. COLLISIONAL ALIGNMENT EFFECT OF Ca\(4s7d\,^1D_2\)+He ENERGY TRANSFER**

**A. Dump method vs direct fluorescence**

In this section we use the stimulated emission technique to measure a collision-induced energy transfer alignment effect. The ultimate goal is to investigate alignment effects for the collisional energy transfer of Rydberg states. To provide a first measurement that can be compared to the conventional fluorescence methods used previously, we choose a system where the initial state is neither strictly in the valence nor in the Rydberg regime, but which can be probed by both methods. The system is

\[
\text{Ca}(4s7d\,^1D_2) + \text{He} \rightarrow \text{Ca}(4s6f\,^1F_3) + \text{He} + \Delta E
\]

\[
= 17.7 \text{ cm}^{-1}.
\]

1. **Two- and three-vector correlations**

Although not obtained here, in principle, the stimulated emission technique could provide alignment information of the final state. The polarized dump laser would be used to obtain the magnetic sublevel \(|j,m\rangle\) distribution of the final \((4s6f\,^1F_3)\) state with respect to the dump laser polarization vector. This would result in a three-vector correlation experiment, where the three vectors are the initial relative velocity vector, the initial state polarization, and the dump laser polarization. This is analogous to several previous experiments, where the final state alignment is investigated with a probe laser exciting to a higher energy final state instead of dumping to a lower level.

The direct fluorescence method, however, does not reveal alignment information of the final state if the light collection is over a large angle and if no polarization selective optics are used. Basically, it constitutes a two-vector correlation where only the initial relative velocity vector and the...
initial state polarization are manipulated relative to each other. In order to compare the dump method with the direct fluorescence, we choose a dumping scheme that allows all the final state magnetic sublevels to be probed equally. The final state (4s6f \(^1F_3\)) is dumped down to a (4s4d \(^1D_2\)) state using an 1126 nm photon. The dump laser is elliptically polarized, which can be considered as a superposition of two state using an 1126 nm photon. The dump laser is elliptically polarized, which can be considered as a superposition of two circular polarizations, \(\varepsilon_1\) and \(\varepsilon_2\). This means that for all magnetic sublevels, \(|j|=3, m\rangle\), one or two stimulated transitions to a lower magnetic sublevel, \(|j|=2, m\pm1\rangle\), are possible. All 4s6f magnetic sublevels are stimulated down to the 4s4d levels only in the saturated limit. Thus our dump experiment is reduced to a two-vector correlation.

### B. Results

#### 1. Stimulated emission detection

The emission from the dumped state is collected and measured as a function of angle \(\beta_{rel}\) and is shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for both parallel and perpendicular laser polarizations. Data were collected every 15° to resolve fourfold structure. The error bars represent the average standard deviation of the mean in the points. In order to extract dynamical information about the energy transfer process, the following expression is used:

\[
\sigma(\beta) = \sum_m \left| \sum_{m'} g_{mm'} d_{m'm}^2(\beta_{rel}) \right|^2 \sigma^{m'}. \tag{18}
\]

where \(m\) and \(m'\) are the magnetic quantum numbers of the initial state with respect to the initial relative velocity vector and the preparation laser polarization, respectively. The Wigner \(d\) functions are rotation matrices which relate the quantization axes of the preparation frame and collision frame, where \(\nu_{rel}\) serves as the quantization axis. Finally, the \(g_{mm'}\) represent the population distribution of the initial state in the preparation frame. The angular behavior of the cross section may be written equivalently as

\[
\sigma(\beta_{rel}) = \sum_{n=0}^{j} a_{2n} \cos(2n\beta_{rel}). \tag{19}
\]

The \(\sigma^{m}\)'s are the cross sections for the transfer process of Eq. (17) for an initial \(|j, m\rangle\) substate quantized with respect to relative velocity vector. These individual \(\sigma^{m}\) cross sections are averages over the total impact parameter range, and averages over all magnetic sublevels of the final \(^1F_3\) state. The explicit expressions of Eq. (19) for the parallel and perpendicular laser polarization are provided in the literature.\(^{11}\) The solid curves in the alignment data represent a nonlinear least squares fit to Eqs. (18) and (19). In this experiment the initial state has the quantum number \(j=2\), so up to fourfold structure may be observed. The data exhibit \(\cos(2\beta)\) and \(\cos(4\beta)\) structure. These contributions are related to the individual \(m\) sublevels of the \(^1D_2\) initial state and relative values for the cross sections \(\sigma^{m}\) are extracted from the alignment curves. These extracted values are normalized to \(\sigma^0 + 2\sigma^1 + 2\sigma^2 = 5\). No new information is obtained from the perpendicular data and serves as a check on the relative cross sections obtained from the parallel data. The perpendicular data yield only \(\sigma^0\) and the linear combination \(3\sigma^1 + \sigma^2\), so only \(\sigma^1\) values are listed along with the cross sections from the parallel data in Table I.

#### 2. Fluorescence detection

Direct fluorescence intensity from the collisionally produced \(^1F_3\) state is measured at 411 nm as a function of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection method</th>
<th>Initial state polarization</th>
<th>Relative (m)-sublevel cross sections*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\sigma^0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>Parallel ((\uparrow\uparrow))</td>
<td>0.952±0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulated emission</td>
<td>Parallel ((\uparrow\downarrow))</td>
<td>0.91±0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>Perpendicular ((\downarrow\downarrow))</td>
<td>1.027±0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulated emission</td>
<td>Perpendicular ((\uparrow\downarrow))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values normalized to \(2J+1=5\) for \(J=2\).
angle $\beta_{de}$. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) display the alignment curves for the two initial state laser preparations, parallel and perpendicular. The curves are fit to the expressions given above and the relative cross sections are given in Table I. The data for direct fluorescence detection is much less noisy than for the dump method, which we attribute to the fact that more signal is acquired with direct fluorescence than with the dump method. This may be because some of the population of the final state fluoresces before we pulse the dump laser, which decreases the amount of Rydberg levels stimulated down to the $4s4d$ state.

C. Discussion

1. Comparison of stimulated emission and fluorescence detection

Table I provides a comparison of the $m$-sublevel cross sections obtained from the alignment curves for the two detection methods. The direct fluorescence data have smaller error bars because the signal to noise ratio was better than for the stimulated emission method. The comparison is quite good, with most values agreeing within the error bars of the stimulated emission data. We conclude that a two-vector correlation can be performed with the stimulated emission dump method provided the appropriate probing scheme is selected.

2. Interpretation of relative $m$-sublevel cross sections

The dynamical information of the state-changing collision is contained in the individual $m$-sublevel cross sections. These cross sections describe how the initial state symmetries (with respect to $v_{rel}$) contribute to the total cross section. From Table I, the $\sigma[m]$ and $\sigma[1]$ values are equal within experimental error and about 7% larger than the value of $\sigma[0]$ (fluorescence data). The data can be analyzed with Born–Oppenheimer potential energy curves for the transient CaHe diatomic where the Ca $1D_2$, $m_L$ states ($0, \pm 1$, and $\pm 2$) correlate asymptotically to the molecular $\Sigma$, $\Pi$, and $\Delta$ states. Unfortunately, there is no data on the qualitative or quantitative features of these potentials. However, even though the density of interacting states around the $4s7d$ level is large, state specific effects are still observed. From the measured cross sections we conclude that the asymptotic $\Delta$ and $\Pi$ states are preferred in the collision event. The final state is a $1P_1$, and the asymptotic final states are $\Sigma$ and $\Pi$. This may mean that radially induced coupling between the initial and final $\Sigma$ states is not preferred. It is likely that angular (rotational) coupling of the initial $\Delta$ state to the final $\Pi$ state, radial coupling of the initial and final $\Pi$ states, and rotational coupling between the initial $\Pi$ and final $\Sigma$ states are important in this collisional transition. Additional theoretical work is needed to elucidate the state-changing mechanism for this system. In a previously studied $1D_2 \rightarrow 1F_3$ state change, it was found that $\sigma[3] \gg \sigma[0]$. Compared to the preference observed here, most certainly the interaction potentials and the mechanism are quite different for the two $1D_2 \rightarrow 1F_3$ collisional transitions.

V. SUMMARY

We have shown that alignment effects observed by stimulated emission and direct fluorescence of an aligned state are essentially equivalent provided all the final state magnetic sublevels are probed equally. Therefore, this method can be applied to the study of two-vector correlations in collision-induced energy transfer of aligned Rydberg states. In the following paper we provide results for such an investigation. In addition, new results are obtained for a state-changing collision. Relative $m$-sublevel dependent cross sections for the $(4s7d 1D_2)$ to $(4s6f 1F_3)$ energy transfer process are measured and qualitatively interpreted.
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